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1. I cannot think of any better advocacy for this scheme, than this stunning piece itself:
2.

what a masterpiece the Elizabeth Landmark would be!

The simplicity of its form, with the sophistication of its concept, reflects what makes art
truly great. An elegant blade-like shape, with a compelling straightforward language of its
own – that of a slender elevated slice from the very hill that serves as a natural plinth for
the sculpture itself.

3. As the artist described it, that simplicity is something that a child can relate to
immediately. It has a deeply satisfying straightforward beauty and symmetry which will
speak so naturally to the viewer.
4. Yet as one is drawn further towards it, both physically and intellectually, layer upon layer
of rich meaning reveals itself. The brilliantly conceived journey for the visitor from the
point of arrival slowly unfolds that story. It will be a remarkable and wonderfully
rewarding experience.
5. I have no doubt that what makes it brilliant is the extraordinary attention to detail that the
artist has paid to the very essence of the place from which it would be born.

The brief

was clear. To create a landmark to commemorate the ascension and reign of Her Majesty
the Queen, along with the Commonwealth which she has worked so tirelessly to bring
together, on the site of Cold Law. A height of 55m was identified in order to match both
the adjacent Hepple Heugh and the Queen Victoria Cairn. The ambition has always been
to celebrate both the natural and historical landscape around the site. But in its delivery,
the artist has simply excelled all expectation.
6.

In listening to Mr Hitchens’ evidence, explaining the many inspirations for Ascendant,
one cannot help but be struck by how much richness he has embodied into such a
beautifully simple form. From the basic geology of the hill and rock beneath it, to the
minerals and their colour which have formed such a key part of the industrial past, to the
strong connection with the wider landscape features beyond, to the connection with the
sun and solstitial principles that draw on a deep understanding of the history of this area, it
is nothing short of poetic in its compression of meanings and references.

7. There is something for everyone to gain. It may just come from the simple power of
appreciation of the piece itself - standing in the rock-slot beneath the Corten steel structure
that ascends to the sky will undoubtedly be profoundly exhilarating in its own right. It may
just come from being drawn to this spot by the landmark itself, and then standing from the
viewing area to see the complex and historically rich landscape beyond. Or it may come
from watching the gnomon-like shadows that the piece will cast on the ground. Or it may
come from the more detailed cultural and historical appreciation of the commemoration of
the Queen’s reign, the Commonwealth with its 54 capital city directions marked out and
celebrated in writing and verse in accompanying materials at the site.
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It does not

ultimately matter what chimes most with any particular individual. There will be so many
different ways to enjoy its form.
8. It is little wonder why this piece attracted such support in the competition process. I have
no doubt that it will be regarded as a work of huge accomplishment and admired by so
many if you allow this superb opportunity to proceed. It will inspire in so many different
ways.
9. Delivery of public art of this kind is invaluable. It is far too rare. So it is particularly
exciting to find that the principle of delivery of public art is something reflected in the
Council’s own development plan. The planning system is inevitably dominated by the
delivery of development for which there is an identified quantitative need.

But a

sustainable future extends beyond meeting just functional needs. It includes meeting
cultural and social needs. And it is welcome that these objectives are reflected in both the
NPPF and Northumberland’s development plan policies. For the NPPF, there is an
understandably strong emphasis on high quality design, but also innovation. For this
development plan, there is an even more specific in principle policy support for public art
itself (see Policy BE1of the Core Strategy). There is also a golden thread of strong support
for tourism development that is a key part of the Council’s development plan.
10. None of this was recognised at all in the Council’s evidence. Mr Halliday expressly
disavowed the performance of any overall planning balance exercise that took account of
such policy support, and many other policy elements of relevance. Had such an exercise
been performed by him, it is obvious why the scheme should be approved (as set out in the
evidence of Mr Creedy who did perform such an exercise).
11. Therefore, before turning to the single reason for refusal given by the Council, it is
appropriate to set this proposal in its proper policy context in accordance with the
requirements of section 38(6) of the 2004 Act.
The Principle of Development
12. In accordance with the overall statutory duty to consider this proposal against the
development plan policies as a whole, the conventional starting point for any proper
planning assessment should be consideration of the principle of this form of development.
That was an exercise undertaken by the Council officers in their Report to Committee: see
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paragraph 7.2-7.31. It is an exercise properly performed by Mr Creedy in his evidence. It
is completely lacking from Mr Halliday. Indeed, when asked, he said he had simply
focused on what he considered to be the policy in dispute and that he had not undertaken a
planning balance involving such considerations of the other policies of relevance2. By
definition, therefore, his evidence is not one of proper assessment of whether the scheme
should be permitted or not. This inevitably affects the weight to be given to his evidence.
13. Once one begins the conventional exercise, the in principle support for what is proposed
becomes highly evident and uncontroversial. As Mr Halliday came to accept3:
a. This is a proposal for “public art” and tourism development.
b. As a scheme for public art, it will draw visitors to this area. He did not dispute Mr
Jarratt’s evidence in that respect as to the clear attraction it would provide.
c. He agreed that as public art, it is a scheme which is intrinsically beneficial in
development plan policy terms.
d. Consequently, the scheme would increase tourism into this area, consistent with
the objectives of the development plan.
e. As a landmark, it will also draw visitors and he accepted that landmarks can
contribute to landscape character, as identified by Mr Stokoe in XX and in the Key
Land Use Impact Study document, Part D4.
f. The proposal is in accordance with Policy BE1(g) of the TLDFCS, as a scheme for
public art, and such a scheme is positively promoted by the development plan in
principle. He conceded that this should carry positive weight in favour of the
proposal which ought to be dealt with in the planning balance, but he had omitted
it. Of course it should carry considerable weight, as Mr Creedy explained. This is
a proposal for development which is positively supported by the development plan
in Policy BE1.
g. Similarly, the scheme is for new tourist development which is positively supported
and encouraged by Policy EDT1 of the TLDFCS. Again, he agreed that this should

1

CDC-1.
Halliday XX
3 All these points are reflected in his answers to XX.
4 CDG-9, as explained by Ms Southern.
2
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be given positive weight in the planning balance, but he had omitted it from his
analysis. And again, as Mr Creedy pointed out (with whom Mr Halliday conceded
he was aligned in relation to this matter), this policy support should carry
considerable weight. The Appellant is proposing the creation of new tourism
development which is positively encouraged by that policy.
h. He confirmed that Policies EDT3 and EDT4 of the TLDFCS were not applicable,
so there is certainly no conflict with them, and none identified by the Council.
i. He agreed that the proposal was also supported by Policy NE1(g), as a scheme for
enabling and encouraging people to experience, enjoy and understand the natural
environment, and again this should carry positive weight in the planning balance
(although omitted from his assessment). Again, it is something that should carry
considerable weight.

What better scheme for encouraging people into the

countryside, than a landmark of this kind, accessible to all, with views of the wider
landscape to be enjoyed? The indisputable benefits of creating such attractions and
their success were explained in detail by Mr Jarratt, someone with unparalleled
experience of what such projects, particularly in the North-East, can yield. But
history itself demonstrates their potency.
j. Although he and Mr Stokoe had sought to express comments (see e.g. at paragraph
8.18 of Mr Halliday’s proof of evidence5) as the aesthetics of the proposal and as
to whether it achieves its objectives in terms of commemoration of the Queen and
Commonwealth, he accepted that these were not criticisms or concerns of the
Council itself. Nor was he able to explain how any such concerns translated into
any policy objection in any event. They cannot.
k. He agreed that the Council’s economic strategy6

underpinned the Council’s

emphasis on tourism as part of its development plan, that it strongly supported
international tourism (paragraph 1.1) and that the economic strategy included
tourism development as an area required for growth, all of which supported the
principle of what is proposed.
l. He agreed that even on his own analysis, the ERS report represented a baseline of
what would be delivered in terms of money to the area, jobs and GVA, through
5
6
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CD G.10
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this scheme in terms of economic benefits in accordance with that economic
strategy, examined on a net basis, and that the Frontline report analysed the
position on a gross basis which he had understood. He agreed that the delivery of
those benefits are a positive benefit – I will return to the weight they carry in due
course – but what is clear in principle is that the scheme is therefore supported in
principle by the economic strategy and the policies that give effect to it in the
development plan.
m. He agreed that looking at the development plan policies, the proposal would add to
the economy and culture of Northumberland. He accepted that the landmark
would be an additional tourism destination.
n. He agreed that the scheme accorded with the objectives of the Corsenside Parish
Council Plan 2007 (see CD A.3, paragraph 7.07), as it would add to the viability
and sustainability of local services and that the proposal has potential to increase
local trade.
o. He also agreed that the proposal would be consistent with the principle of
sustainable development and consistent with the Council’s strategy on economic
development.
p. He agreed that the scheme would deliver both health and well-being social benefits
(such as those reflected in Policy NE1(g) and more widely in the NPPF), but again
he had not taken these into account in his assessment.
14. Likewise, Mrs Jones for KTWW came to accept7:
a. Policy BE1 is a relevant policy and she agreed with Mr Halliday that the proposal
in principle enjoys the support of Policy BE1(g).
b. The promotion of tourism is part of the Council’s development plan strategy which
this scheme reflects in principle.
c. There is no express limit on tourism and where facilities are offered and that it is
subject only to the principle of ‘where appropriate’.
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Jones XX
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d. The Council’s economic strategy encourages both national and international
visitors.
e. There is no policy locally or nationally suggesting that attracting international
visitors would be unsustainable. To the contrary, she accepted that the question of
wider emissions from aviation, for example, was not a matter for the planning
balance but dealt with as a matter of national policy under separate legislation.
f. The landmark placed here at Cold Law could generate economic benefits and that
to the extent positive benefits are generated, that would be a positive outcome.
g. She considered that the accommodation tourism industry in the local area was now
thriving and recognised that the Secretary of State and Inspector in dealing with the
wind turbines decision8 had rejected objections that those turbines would have
material adverse impacts on tourism.
h. She agreed that public art can attract visitors, recognised that the Council’s tourism
officers accepted that the proposal would attract visitors and she was not denying
that the proposal would be attractive to tourists, only its extent.
i. She agreed that the proposal would be beneficial in planning terms in accordance
with the Corsenside Parish Council Plan 2007 (see Planning Statement CD A.3).
15. Yet the scheme’s compliance with policy is not limited to these welcome, albeit long
belated concessions. They are more properly assessed by Mr Creedy in his evidence,
drawing on all relevant policies of the TLDFCS, the TDLP and the emerging NLP (by
way of an assessment of a material consideration) in much greater detail.
16. In focusing on a single reason for refusal, it is all too easy to ignore this wider compliance
with the development plan as a whole, particularly when a proper assessment has been
omitted from the Council’s own evidence. It puts into clear context what would be
necessary by way of “unacceptable harm” to landscape character to outweigh this other
policy compliance for a proper assessment of the proposal against the development plan
as a whole, even before one considers the planning benefits of the proposal to which I will
return shortly. Before doing so, I will address the state of the Council’s single reason for
refusal as it now stands after the evidence you have heard.
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The Effect on the Character and Appearance of the Area
17. The only issue advanced by Council Members in defiance of the advice of their
professional officers is the effect of the proposal is that the contention the proposal:
“results in development in the open countryside which fails to recognise the
intrinsic character and nature of the countryside in this location and is therefore
contrary to paragraph 170 of the NPPF and Policy NE1 of the Tynedale Local
Development Framework Core Strategy.”9
18. Policy NE1 of the TLDFCS deals with the natural environment10. Paragraph 5.1 of the
reasoned justification sets out the objective: “to protect and wherever possible enhance the
character and quality of the natural environment generally”, with the principles for doing
so set out in Policy NE1. Like many such policies, and consistent with the NPPF, it is
therefore a policy which is based on protection, but with enhancement desired where
possible. Policy NE1(a) contains this as a principle: “Protect and enhance the character
and quality of the landscape …”. Paragraph 5.5 of the reasoned justification specifically
explains that this principle means in practice:
“… Protecting and enhancing the landscape, in terms of the Policy, means that
development proposals should respect the character and quality of the surrounding
landscape and not cause unacceptable harm in either respect. Where possible,
local character should be reinforced and quality enhanced.”
19. It became common ground at the inquiry from all the planning witnesses (Mr Halliday for
the Council11, Mrs Jones for KTWW12 and Mr Creedy for the Appellant) that this means
that the relevant test under this policy is whether or not a proposal causes unacceptable
harm to the character and quality of the landscape. As Mr Halliday accepted, the policy
contemplates that a proposal might cause harm, but it is only if that harm is unacceptable
that there will be a conflict with Policy NE113. The test is therefore one of whether any
unacceptable harm is caused (not some other test such as harm, or even substantial

9

CD C-6 Decision Notice dated 10 July 2019.
CD G-1, page 22.
11 Halliday XX
12 Jones XX
13 XX of Halliday; as confirmed by Creedy XinC and XX.
10
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harm14).

Mr Halliday accepted that his assessment for these purposes is entirely

dependent on that provided by Mr Stokoe – if Mr Stokoe’s assessment is flawed, so will
be Mr Halliday’s.
20. As it happens, the Appellant has absolutely no hesitation in commending this scheme to
you as one that not only does no harm (let alone no unacceptable harm), but does indeed
positively enhance the character and quality of this landscape. It will be a superb addition
to the landscape, acting as the landmark it is intended to be, a feature which both
landscape witnesses identified is something that is expressly recognised to be a way of
enhancing landscape character in this area (as I will come to shortly in the evidence). But
what is significant is that even if the Council Members did not share that view, the
Council has conspicuously failed to adduce evidence of any “unacceptable harm” within
the meaning of Policy NE1 to justify its decision.
21. Paragraph 5.5 of the reasoned justifications for Policy NE1 refers to the role of landscape
character assessments in identifying distinctive characteristic and qualities of the whole
District for the purposes of Policy NE1 which foreshadows the role of the Northumberland
LCA that were subsequently produced by LUC in 2010 to which close attention has been
paid by Ms Southern, in accordance with the recognised principles in GLVIA 3. I will
return to these in a moment. However, it is also important to recognise that Policy NE1 of
the TLDFCS is not one-dimensional in the way that it seeks to address the natural
environment. There is another important principle it expresses, and one which the scheme
celebrates. That is contained in the principle expressed at Policy NE1(g), namely to:
“enable and encourage people to experience, enjoy and understand the natural
environment”.
22. As both Mr Halliday and Mrs Jones came to accept, the proposal is fully consistent with
this objective of Policy NE1, as it is specifically designed both to enable and encourage
people to experience, enjoy and understand the natural environment in this location.
Indeed, as Mr Halliday agreed, this principle is an important one which applies to all
people and should be read with the principles of inclusion and diversity which are
important to planning generally – he rightly agreed that the scheme will in fact encourage
a significantly more diverse number of people to access the countryside in this location
than is currently the case. Not only will the landmark draw people by virtue of its
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As was suggested by Mr Pickles to Mr Creedy, but firmly and correctly rejected by him by reference to the clear and
straightforward language used in the policy itself.
9

presence, but the design with the carpark and footpaths leading to the landmark will enable
more people to experience the landscape from this location than ever before. Whilst Cold
Law may be subject to open access in principle, as Mr Jarratt pointed out the practical
ability to access it across the terrain it poses is significantly more limited than will be the
case with the scheme in place.
23. Mr Halliday accepted that this compliance with an important aspect of Policy NE1 is
something that he had ignored in his assessment of the planning balance, but is an
important consideration15. It is, of course, one of many aspects of the policy framework
that he inexplicably ignored in his analysis. If the TLDFCS is to do to its statutory job as
the development plan, it is completely wrong in principle for the Council, and more
particularly Mr Halliday in presenting the Council’s case, simply to ignore such aspects of
the policy framework that form an important part of achieving the objectives of the plan
itself.
24. Returning to the effect on landscape character and appearance, paragraph 170(b) of the
NPPF to which the reason for refusal refers, is consistent with the test of unacceptable
harm which was agreed to come from Policy NE1 itself. Paragraph 170(b) of the NPPF is
set within the context of the introduction to paragraph 170 that identifies planning policies
and decisions “should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment”.
25. As Mr Creedy identified in response to Mr Pickles, the language here is important. The
verb “should” is clearly deliberate. This introduction is then followed by a series of subparagraphs which set out in practice how that aspiration is reflected depending upon which
aspect of the natural and local environment one is dealing with. So, for example, the
aspiration for a “valued landscape” for the purposes of paragraph 170(a) is one of
“protecting and enhancing”, as it is for sites of biodiversity or geological value. It was
common ground with all parties, however, that this landscape is not a “valued landscape”
for these purposes16. In respect of paragraph 170(b), therefore, and countryside location,
the aspiration is reflected by “recognising the intrinsic character and beauty”. This is
consistent with the language of Policy NE1 itself, with its overall test of considering
whether proposals respect such character and do not cause “unacceptable harm”.
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Halliday XX
Confirmed by the Council at the CMC, but also in the evidence of Mr Halliday in his Proof of Evidence, and Mr
Stokoe XX
1616
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26. In such circumstances, I turn to the evidence you heard on landscape character and the
effects of this scheme upon it. The evidence from Ms Southern both through the LVIA
and in her proof of evidence was exemplary, and it is no wonder (having heard its
justification in full) that Stephenson Halliday – the independent landscape architect
consultancy specifically commissioned by the Council to review the LVIA – and the
planning officers of the Council were completely satisfied both with the methodology and
the conclusions in the LVIA. We commend Ms Southern’s approach to you.
27. What then of the Council Members’ apparent difference of view, and the evidence
produced subsequently by Mr Stokoe?

I regret to say that it was wanting in so many

respects.
28. First of all, there is the decision of the Council Members itself. What will be obvious
from the timing of it is that there was no evidential basis at all for rejecting the
methodology or conclusions of the LVIA at the time. To the contrary, the Council officers
took the trouble to commission the independent review of the LVIA for Members. That
review was provided by Stephenson Halliday. Mr Stokoe had no reason to doubt the
expertise of Stephenson Halliday, and rightly so.

They are self-evidently an expert

organisation that fully reviewed the LVIA that had been produced and reported clearly and
cogently on each of its elements. The Council officers reviewed the LVIA and the
Stephenson Halliday report on it and set out their own views in the Committee Report.
That was a report not only endorsed by the Senior Planning Officer, but also the Council’s
Director of Planning.

These are officers that will be very familiar with matters of

landscape character. Their analysis is set out in full at paragraphs 7.1-7.8 of the Committee
Report, noting the Stephenson Halliday conclusions as to the robustness of the LVIA and
that it reached reasonable conclusions. Officers were therefore satisfied, after their own
consideration and the commissioning of such a review that:
“… the proposal would not result in unacceptable effects on the landscape
character or visual amenity in accordance with the requirements of the NPPF or
TLDFCS Policy BE1 and NE1 and TDLP Policy GD2.”
29. In the face of this clear evidence, Members refused the scheme, but did so only with
respect to Policy NE1 and paragraph 170 of the NPPF – not Policy BE1 or TDLP Policy
GD2 which were both explicitly before them in that analysis. Likewise they only refer to
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effect on character, not visual amenity which is specifically identified by officers as not
being adversely affected and which Members did not disagree with.
30. The picture then becomes more disturbing. The Members had no contrary analysis to
gainsay the conclusions in the LVIA at the time. Their reasons do not suggest any
purported inadequacies in the LVIA of any kind. There is no suggestion that the LVIA
was insufficiently detailed, or failed to assess the proposal from a particular viewpoint, or
failed to identify the landscape character correctly or anything of that kind at all. It is then
that Mr Halliday steps in – clearly because none of the professional officers of the Council
could support the Members’ decision. Both Mr Stokoe and Mr Halliday’s evidence is
therefore misleading. In particular:
a. Both Mr Stokoe and Mr Halliday accepted the principle that reasons for refusal
have to be clear and comprehensive and contended that the Council’s reason for
refusal was indeed clear and comprehensive in identifying the relevant points of
concern17.
b. Both Mr Stokoe and Mr Halliday consequently agreed that the extent of the
Council Members concern’ was therefore limited to what was stated in the reason
for refusal (despite not acknowledging this in their written evidence)18.
c. For this reason, both agreed that the Council itself had never and was not
suggesting any conflict with Policy GD2 of the TLDFCS, nor with any of the other
policies to which they had made reference in their evidence, whether of the
TLDFCS, the TDLP or the emerging NLP. Both agreed that they had no mandate
from the Council to raise any concerns beyond those stated in the reason for
refusal.

Mr Stokoe agreed, for example, that the Council Members have no

concern with the effect of the proposal on the National Park, a view shared by the
National Park Authority itself19. Any such concerns simply do not reflect those of
the Council Members20.

17

Stokoe XX and Halliday XX.
In particular, they confirmed that it revealed that Members did not have any concern with the intrinsic design of
the proposal or with the effect of the proposal on visual amenity; they both agreed that as these were matters that were
fully considered that if the Council Members had concerns of this kind, they both should and would have identified
them in the reason for refusal but they did not.
19
In particular, Mr Stoke agreed in XX:
18

a.

The site does not fall within designated countryside or landscape, either nationally or locally.
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d. Mr Halliday then expressly conceded that the evidence he had included in his proof
of evidence raising other policies was merely his own personal opinion, not that of
the Council itself, as the Council itself had had the opportunity to raise any
concerns of that kind but had not done so.
e. Mr Stokoe’s claim in his proof of evidence at paragraph 5.1.1.1 that “NCC
planning officers remained unconvinced by its [the LVIA’s] conclusions” was
patently untrue21. To the contrary, the Council’s planning officers – namely the
Council’s Director of Planning and the Senior Planning Officer – were convinced
by the LVIA and had set out their satisfaction with it in light of the independent
review from Stephenson Halliday in their original report to Committee, and then
maintained that view at both Committee meetings. To suggest otherwise was
highly misleading.
f. Mr Halliday’s claim in his proof of evidence that the Stephenson Halliday review
lacked sufficient detail was untenable. When asked to explain, by reference to an
analysis line by line, paragraph by paragraph, of that review what detail was
lacking, he was unable to identify a single deficiency in it. Each and every aspect
of a proper LVIA was considered and the author of the Stephenson Halliday was
referring to the detail in the LVIA itself to confirm his satisfaction with it. Mr
Halliday was simply unable to explain what was missing by way of analysis or
detail in that review22. It is perfectly obvious that Mr Halliday does not have any

b.

If the Council considered the proposal had an impact on the National Park or its policies, it would
have been bound to identify this and the Council had not done so, and was not identifying any
conflict with the national park or any policies attached to it.

c.

The Council Members had before them all of the material they needed to make an assessment of the
proposal on landscape character and visual amenity. If there was any identified policy conflict with
any of the development plan policies, emerging policies or the NPPF, they had the ability to say so,
particularly given that the Council officers had appraised such policies in the report, provided an
independent assessment of the LVIA and Members had the benefit of the National Park authority’s
consultation response and their own site visit to be able to identify clearly in the reason for refusal
what was of concern.

Despite this he appeared to continue to raise some potential issue with it, but was completely
unable to explain how this was tenable in light of the analysis in the LVIA, the conclusions of the
Council or the conclusions of the National Park Authority.
20

21

Stokoe XX

This has subsequently been rendered even more unconvincing by Mr Halliday’s astonishing
lack of any documentary evidence to support his alleged concerns. He says he has not a single
telephone note, email or other documentary record of any kind to provide contemporary
22
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issue with the validity of the LVIA, or the Stephenson Halliday review of it – he
has singularly failed to articulate a single legitimate criticism of either document in
terms of its approach. He simply did not like its conclusions because they did not
support the Council Members’ stance which flew in the face of the expert appraisal
before them. This has been a rearguard attempt to try and produce retrospective
evidence to support a decision which was made without any such evidence to
justify it.
31. This is both unacceptable and unreasonable conduct of this appeal. It is one thing to say to
recognise that Members adopted a different view to their officers and the professional
assessments that were before them, and to confront squarely the difficulties that presents
in supporting the reason for refusal. It is another thing to try and rewrite history and claim
for example, dissatisfaction by officers with the LVIA when the opposite is the case, or to
invoke policies or concerns which simply do not reflect the views of Members themselves.
It does no credit to the Council and it is unreasonable in light of the very clear PINS
Procedural Guidance at paragraph 1.3.2 (February 2021) – reflecting earlier guidance to
the same effect:
“Reasons for refusal should be clear and comprehensive and if the elected
members’ decision differs from that recommended by their planning
officers it is essential that their reasons for doing so are similarly clear
and comprehensive.” [Emphasis added]
32. The one thing that is crystal clear is that references by Mr Stokoe and Mr Halliday to
policies not invoked by Members, and their criticisms which find expression nowhere in
that reason for refusal23, are simply not concerns of the Council at all, and can be
discounted as part of the Council’s case.

These are confected points to try and bolster

what is a threadbare case and they should be treated as such.
33. Turning to the claimed contrary landscape and visual analysis itself by Mr Stokoe, it is
riddled with basic methodological errors that make it completely unreliable. I can do litter

confirmation that he had concerns with the details of the Stephenson Halliday review or to explain
the commissioning of Wood & Co to provide a different review.
23 Such as with the design ethos of the landmark, its intrinsic scale, or its achievements of its
purpose.
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better thany list all of the points that Mr Stokoe accepted explicitly when questioned about
his evidence24. In particular:
a. First, despite the advice in GLIVIA 3 (para 3.13) as to the importance of the
project description/specification in order to be able to carry out an accurate
assessment, and the explanation in paragraph 2.1.1.2 of his proof of evidence
explaining what he said he had assessed as involving lighting, he claimed not to
have assessed the scheme as if it had such lighting. Indeed, Mr Stokoe was unable
to explain what he understood by infrared lighting, until put to him in XX the
obvious point that it is invisible to the human eye. The contradiction in what he
stated in writing he had assessed, as compared with what he claimed in oral
evidence to have assessed (i.e. without lighting) does little to instil any faith at the
outset in what he said he reported.
b. Second, in paragraph 5.1.1 of the initial Wood Review and in his proof of
evidence, he claimed that the LVIA should have adapted the approach “to suit the
requirements of this specific development” of a landmark to be visible in the
landscape.”25 He agreed in XX that what he was saying was the LVIA should not
simply assess the effect of the scheme on the landscape, but the effect of the
landscape on the scheme, and his assessment and conclusions had been based on
this approach. Yet when asked to identify any basis for this as a requirement of
GLVIA, or as a criticism made by the Council or Stephenson Halliday, he was
unable to do so. The truth is this is a completely unprecedented approach which
has dramatically skewed Mr Stokoe’s assessment. He has applied his entirely
subjective claims that the wind turbines in the area will detract from the sculpture
itself in order to criticise the scheme.

Not only are such claims completely

unwarranted – anyone will obviously be able to distinguish the sculpture from
wind turbines - but more importantly they are not a basis at all for seeking to
attribute harm to the landscape in the way he has attempted to do.

You will have your own note of this, along with the ability to check the YouTube records if you
so need!
25 He claimed at paragraph 5.2.2.1 of his proof of evidence that the LVIA should have used
additional criteria for “identification of the characteristics of the landscape setting required for
such a landmark sculpture in comparison to the proposed location, to determine if the proposed
location is suitable” and if it would “disadvantage the appreciation of the Proposed Development
in terms of its artistic and landscape quality”.
24
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c. Third, , Mr Stokoe explained that he had approached his assessment on the basis of
his subjective criticisms of the design of the sculpture itself against its “design
objectives”26.

He claimed that the sculpture’s relationship with its design

objectives was not “fully articulated and understood” comparing it with other
sculptures and claiming “tenuous associations” etc.

This is completely

misconceived for two basic reasons. The first is that such design criticisms of the
piece itself form no part of the Council’s case27. Second, and more fundamentally,
he has committed a basic error of approach for GLVIA purposes. In allowing his
own subjective and negative views of the design to be the starting point for this
assessment, he has applied his own personal views of the aesthetic qualities of the
sculpture to taint any proper assessment of the objective landscape character
impacts. There is no warrant for doing this to be found anywhere in the GLVIA at
all. As he freely conceded, it means that whenever the landmark is seen, he has
assumed that its effects are “adverse” because of that subjective view. Yet when
challenged about this, he acknowledged that in fact some people would indeed see
the visual experience as beneficial, including those approaching the sculpture in
near views where its visual interest increases.

So his whole methodological

approach is outside the scope of GLVIA and misconceived. By contrast, Ms
Southern’s LVIA is an exemplar of what is required in GLVIA. Each effect is
quantified in the way required, with a magnitude of change and level of effect
explained in an objective manner, without applying an assumption that the change
would be positive or negative.

The LVIA is then subject to the recognised

qualification that the change experienced may be perceived to be negative or
positive, depending upon the viewer. This obviously recognises the basic principle
that one is assessing a piece of public art in the form of landmark, intended to be
enjoyed and which will indeed by enjoyed by very many.
d. Fourth, he accepted in oral evidence that cultural landmarks are specifically
identified in the Northumberland Land Use Impact Study as being something that
can enhance the landscape. He accepted this is the intended function of the
landmark here. Yet Mr Stokoe has treated it as adverse throughout. It is treated
throughout by him as if it were an additional man-made functional structure (like a

See section 5.2.2.2 and then section 5.3 of his written evidence, as well as in the preceding
Wood Review.
27 As already identified and as Mr Stokoe conceded.
26
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turbine) rather than a landmark and in defiance of that principle28. Such inbuilt bias
by Mr Stokoe into his assessment is both unscientific and unprincipled.
e. Fifth, he accepted GLVIA requires one to take into account of historical aspects to
a landscape, with the link to cultural heritage being expressly recognised as close29.
There is requirement for landscape professionals to “make good use of historic
landscape information and collaborate with historic environment specialists”30.
Yet Mr Stokoe made his astonishing admission that he had not even read any of
the Council’s own heritage consultation responses, or that of Historic England.
This is a remarkable omission. As Mr Stokoe acknowledged, the view from Great
Wanney Crag which he purported to be concerned about is in fact the same view
and part of the setting of the Scheduled Ancient Monument at the top of that Crag
and had been the subject of detailed consideration by Historic England in terms of
its visual effects on that setting. There is a very clear conclusion (fully articulated)
as to why the scheme will cause no harm to that visual setting, both for views of
the Crag and views out.
When confronted with this, Mr Stokoe was unable to dispute the logic of what
Historic England had identified - the very minimal effect of the landmark on this
field of view, coupled with the presence that already exists of the many wind
turbines in that view, would leave the setting materially undisturbed, with a
continued sense of appreciation of the openness and views beyond. To ignore this
aspect of cultural heritage is inexcusable. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive how
“unacceptable harm” could arise in terms of landscape character in circumstances
where it is recognised that there will be no harm at all to the heritage of that very
same character.
f. Sixth, Mr Stokoe explained that his criticisms31 of the LVIA and Ms Southern’s
evidence, along with his approach to the assessment was based upon what he
asserted to be a need for a cumulative assessment of impacts. He claimed this had

He agreed that this approach was contrary even to the approach expressed on the part of certain
adopted by objectors, such as the British Mountaineering Council. Their survey of membership
from the North Eastern area revealed that 27% of those survey would in fact positively welcome
the addition of the Elizabeth Landmark in this location.
29 See paragraph 5.7 of GLVIA.
30 See paragraph 5.10 of GLVIA.
31 See paragraph 5.2.2.1 of his evidence
28
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been omitted. But when challenged about this, he was unable to explain this
criticism at all. He confirmed that cumulative assessment was only applicable in
respect of the “same type of development”. He was not able to explain why this
landmark could be described as of the same type as a windfarm – it is obviously
not. He confirmed that the landmark has basic differences to turbines.32. He then
confirmed that cumulative assessment is only required for EIA and SEA, which
this is not. Finally, he confirmed that the principal element of cumulative
assessment is to take account of prospective development33; and there is no such
prospective development in play here. More fundamentally, when asked to explain
what was missing from the LVIA in terms of cumulative impact assessment34, he
was unable to identify anything. Once again, it is clear that his whole approach has
been coloured by a methodological misunderstanding of the requirements of
GLVIA.
g. Seventh, Mr Stokoe agreed what is trite: LVIA is concerned with two inter-related,
but distinct things – an assessment of effects on landscape character; and an
assessment on visual impacts35.

As Mr Stokoe recognised, development schemes

can have an effect on landscape character without causing unacceptable visual
amenity concerns, and vice versa. In this context, he agreed that the Council had
not identified any separate visual amenity concerns arising from the scheme, only
allegations concerning effects on landscape character. It was therefore wrong to
suggest that the visual effects of the proposal on receptors (the visual impact
assessment) were considered to be unacceptable by the Council at all, let alone to
suggest that there were any concerns of an “overbearing” impact on receptors. That
is hardly surprising when one analyses those viewpoints in any event, particularly
once you take away from your eyes the completely inappropriate assumption made
by Mr Stokoe that any ability to see the scheme will be adverse.

These are not least its much reduced scale (less than half the height), its different form, its static
nature, its different colour and its different function.
33 See GLVIA paragraph 7.8.
34 Given that the existing turbines are taken into account as part of the baseline expressly in the
LVIA.
35 Whilst appreciation of landscape is obviously affected by what you see, an LVIA also serves to
provide an assessment of impacts on visual amenity so that a decision-maker can identify any
visual impacts of concern if they arise to form a distinct basis for objection.
32
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h. Eighth, and finally, Mr Stokoe agreed that the LVIA had been appropriately
compiled in consultation with the Council and the National Park Authority.
During that

process neither had required additional views, nor some sort of

sequential assessment beyond that proposed. Mr Stokoe himself was not in fact
identifying any additional views as being necessary. On a frolic of his own, Mr
Stokoe at one point sought to suggest there were additional views to be included as
of importance in your assessment beyond those already agreed on the route
itinerary which includes Hepple Heugh. That was unceremoniously retracted after
he had given evidence. That is because Mr Stokoe is not able to identify any
defects in the LVIA, or in the Council’s previous assessment of it, as containing
representative viewpoints to consider the scheme properly.
34. There is then the debate about the proper assessment of the existing landscape character.
It is very difficult to understand where the Council’s case goes.

As Ms Southern

explained, in the end she used a “high” sensitivity for the landscape throughout her LVIA
and proof of evidence. So debates about relative wildness, remoteness, tranquility or the
like are somewhat academic. Ms Southern’s assessment of effects assumed that the
landscape could be treated as being of “high” sensitivity, a rating that would have applied
to the National Park itself. It is therefore very difficult to understand what criticism is
being made.
35. As a matter of principle, however, Ms Southern has explained the importance of approach
to landscape character assessment using “Landscape Character Assessments” in exactly
the way described in GLVIA 3 at paragraphs 5.12-5.13. One obvious point it makes (one
might say a point of commonsense) is the importance of reviewing any LCA to understand
when it was carried out and the extent to which the landscape may have changed since
then. A review is required by the landscape professional to do this: see paragraph 5.13 of
GLVIA36.
36. Despite this requirement, Mr Stokoe accepted he had not done this. He simply applied the
LCAs for this area dating from 2010 as if nothing had happened at all. He ignored the
single most significant change to this landscape area that has happened for a very long
time, namely the erection of the 34 wind turbines at Ray and Green Rigg. This is yet
another extraordinary omission. Mr Stokoe candidly accepted that wind turbines are a

36

As accepted by Stokoe XX.
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very obvious manifestation of man’s presence in the landscape. He also candidly accepted
that they necessarily reduce any sense of “remoteness”. Yet he had ignored them in his
review of the LCA. That makes no sense at all.
37. You have the relevant character assessment documents for your own assessment. There is
at least common ground that there is no material concern as to the effect on the National
Character Area 2 Sandstone Hills.
38. As to the Northumberland LCAs, we commend Ms Southern’s analysis of them in her
evidence and the original LVIA, an assessment accepted by the Council officers and
Stephenson Halliday. The principles are clear:
a. The existing baseline landscape character as at 2010 is in fact described in Part A
of those documents, CD G-6 (not Part B which is CD G-7). That is made clear in
the introduction to Part A and Part B37.
b. The existing baseline character for the Outcrop Hills and Escarpments LCT 8 - see
page 59. For LCT 8 as a whole, it identifies key characteristics, such as the flattopped elongated ridges and rounded sandstone hills, with steep scarp faces, along
with other parts such as the coniferous forestry etc. and little habitation. Paragraph
4.82 explains, however:
“While not remote, the semi-natural vegetation and rocky outcrops, which
are features of the hills, give a ruggedness and natural character to much of
the area.

The simple landform and complex semi-natural vegetation

provides a rich visual diversity of colours and textures.”
Mrs Jones suggested that the description “not remote” applies to the hills and
escarpments, but if that is true, then the same applies with even greater force to the
lower lying landscape with the presence of villages etc.
c. Within that, LCT 8(g) within which the appeal site sits, identifies it as forming the
southern extremity of the character area with “less dramatic topographic features
than areas further north, although there are still notable craggy outcrops such as
Great Wanney and Little Wanney Crags used by rock climbers”.

37

See Stokoe XX and Southern XinC.
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d. The assessments in Part A are all made in 2010, without taking account of the
subsequent development for the wind turbines, which consequently have eroded
any potential sense of remoteness (not actually ascribed to this area) anyway38.
e. Part B of the LCA was intended to be an evolving document, but one which has
not evolved, and does not affect the Part A assessment itself. What this document
does do, however, is identify that LCT8 is a landscape to which the guiding
principle is “Manage”, not “Protect”. That reflects it lesser sensitivity. There is no
proscription on development in this area at all. Forces for change are identified as
communication masts and other vertical features, all of which have now appeared
in the area. They also include new coniferous plantations, something that is very
evident in and around the appeal site, particularly from views from Great Wanney
Crag in the landscape below and around, and of course on Hepple Heugh itself. In
what might appear to be a contradiction it identifies “Key Qualities” as including
“Open, relatively remote, character”;

yet the use of the word “relatively” is

informative here. It cannot realistically be altering the Part A assessment that
LCT8 is not remote. And even if it were, any such remoteness is fundamentally
affected now by what is evident in the landscape. And as Ms Southern points out,
what one needs to do is assess the landscape for yourself. The area in which the
appeal site sits generally is characterised by the presence of man in so many
different ways dating from so many different times, be it heritage sites of manmade
settlements, to quarries, industrial heritage buildings/structures (such as the
railway), through now to telecommunication masts, conifer forestry and, of course,
wind turbines.
f. Part D of the Key Land Use Impact Study39 is also important and relevant. The
scoring for “remoteness” against the criteria is consistent with this area not being
“remote”, that being something which would have merited a score of 5. That is
even before one takes account of the changes that have happened. But more
fundamentally, Part D recognises the benefits of cultural landmarks to improve
landscapes, with low middle ranking scores being achieved for LCT8 overall when
the addition of cultural landmarks would elevate that score. Ms Southern explained
this in full.

38
39
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g. In response to the suggestion that such landmark would draw tourists in in a way
which might reduce the tranquility and so affect a remoteness score, Ms Southern
correctly pointed out this was incorrect.

The remoteness scoring is already

affected by the presence of things like turbines. There is no real basis for
suggesting that increased tourist activity to visit the landmark would materially
affect the LCT scoring of remoteness at all (any more than it would do for the
wider National Park). By contrast, the creation of a cultural landmark is something
that can generate a high score for an area such as this. Mr Stokoe agreed to this as
a benefit, although inexplicably it is not one which he had attributed any weight at
all in his assessment.
h. Finally, you have the benefit of the Inspector’s Report and Secretary of State’s
Decision Letter40. It appears to be the Council’s case that the addition of the 34
turbines of a far greater scale and far greater area has had no effect on the LCT
character, or no material adverse effect. If that is so, it is impossible to see how the
addition of this single landmark of less than half a height of just one turbine,
particularly when landmarks are considered to be positive in terms of character,
could have any such effect. It makes no sense. What the Inspector’s Report
reveals is that even with the far greater extent of change proposed by the turbines,
the effect on the character of this landscape even as it existed without the turbines,
was indeed acceptable. Any contrary conclusion regarding the insertion of this
landmark is irrational.
39. Accordingly, we commend Ms Southern’s analysis to you. As it happens, she has
attributed a high sensitivity to the landscape anyway; but she has rightly acknowledged
and properly assessed all of the LCT 8 area in the LVIA and her written evidence.
40. What does this all mean? Well, the overriding point is that Mr Stokoe’s conclusions41
are not defensible. They are judgments that are the product of the many inappropriate
approaches listed above. Not least of these is the assumption that any visibility of the
landmark is intrinsically adverse, even for those viewers who will have deliberately made
the journey to see this because it is a landmark and work of art. This is an absurd starting
point to adopt. It comes from an in-built subjective prejudice against the sculpture’s
aesthetics t expressed in Mr Stokoe’s evidence. The authors of GLVIA would no doubt be
40

CD L.9

41

As summarised and set out against those of Ms Southern in Mr Stokoe’s Appendices A and B.
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filled with horror if they knew that the GLVIA 3 guidelines could have been deployed in
such a distorted way to what is meant to be an objective assessment as a decision-making
tool.

By contrast, Ms Southern’s assessment are a reliable and objective guide,

independently reviewed and endorsed by Stephenson Halliday in their report.
41. As Stephenson Halliday themselves remarked, the conclusions are all based on a
precautionary approach. They assume the landscape character has a high sensitivity for
each of the views used for assessment. Both Ms Southern and Stephenson Halliday have
pointed out that it would have been perfectly legitimate to have used a medium sensitivity
for the landscape42. Had such a lower sensitivity been used, the magnitude of change and
levels of effect would have correspondingly reduced. So to have used a “high” sensitivity
throughout gives one a highly precautionary assessment of the magnitude of change and
level of effect, as Mr Stokoe accepted. The LVIA and Ms Southern’s assessment can
therefore hardly be criticised on that basis at all.
42. As to the judgments themselves for each of the views in question, Ms Southern explained
in detail how those judgments are justified. By contrast, Mr Stokoe’s judgments make no
sense when you consider their implications. Any assessment of the magnitude of change
and level of effect, for example in relation to the visual effects, must consider the extent to
which the development in question affects the field of view both horizontally and
vertically43. It is fundamental to that assessment to consider the extent to which it blocks
views. It is also fundamental to consider the extent to which the development in question
alters the character of the landscape in question. Once one objectively applies such
necessary criteria, Ms Southern’s evidence all make perfect sense, whereas Mr Stokoe’s
becomes nonsensical.
43. Her assessment of the magnitude of landscape effects follows the process set out in
GLVIA paragraph 5.48 onwards44 Her overall assessment of landscape effects tracks the
requirements of GLVIA 3 at paragraph 5.53-5.57. It is based on a careful identification of
the landscape character, informed by the landscape character assessments along with

To reflect how it is the subject of many man-made influences, not least the presence of the
windfarms, which undoubtedly now form part of its character
43 As Ms Southern explained.
44 It included in particular assessment of the site level, the immediate setting of the site, the scale
of the land type or character area and, on a larger scale, the potential for any influence on several
landscape types or character areas.
42
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relevant changes in the landscape and the circumstances of this particular landscape, in a
considered way. So, for example:
a. Ms Southern’s approach to the effect on the site area in terms of construction and
operation begins with assuming a “high” sensitivity to the landscape45. She then
considers the magnitude of effects by reference to what is actually proposed. On
any basis, the magnitude of effect on the overall site in terms of construction and
operation is exactly what she states: low, given what is involved in terms of site
area

The level of effect is identified as moderate/minor and rightly so.

By

contrast, Mr Stokoe’s assessments become absurd: he puts both into the highest
category: high magnitude of change with substantial level of effect.

If you

calibrate such claims against a different form of development, you see how absurd
these claims are If the entirety of the Cold Law (i.e. every square inch were to be
redeveloped for housing or employment purposes), Mr Stokoe would necessarily
be predicting the same effects – there is nowhere left to go on his scale. And the
same would apply if it were in the National Park. His basic approach lacks any
credibility.
b. Ms Southern then deals with the effect of the proposal on the landscape beyond.
She properly focuses on the Outcrop Hills and Escarpment LCT given the
correlation between the sub-areas which she has fully explained. Once again, a
highly precautionary high sensitivity is assumed. But logically and rationally, she
correctly identifies the magnitude of effect as low on that landscape type and the
level of effect as moderate/minor. Again, contrasting Mr Stokoe’s approach, he
has sought to separate out the sub-areas but with no regard as to the very limited
effects on each of those sub-character areas outside 8(g) (as explained by Ms
Southern).

And then impenetrably he explains extremes in terms of both

magnitude of effects and levels of effect in his description which makes it
impossible to know what judgment is being reached. The magnitude of change on
8(g) is thus described as “High-Low”. What does this mean? It is an unuseable
assessment. It appears to be based on an assumption that where you are up close to
the landmark the magnitude of change is high, and as you move further away from
it, it reduces to low (see his rationale);

but that leaves one with no overall

judgment of any kind as to what the overall effect on the landscape character is.

45

A highly precautionary approach.
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And the assessment of a “high” effect is irrational anyway, just as is a level of
effect as being “substantial”. Once again, one would have the same results if one
were to propose a large-scale industrial development across the entirety of the site,
fundamentally changed the intrinsic character of the area in terms of use. None of
this can be right. As Ms Southern points out, the insertion of a landmark does not
actually change the underlying character intrinsically at all. Indeed, the creation of
cultural landmarks is something which is perceived to enhance landscape
character, so if there is any change and effect, it should be positive not negative.
44. Mr Stokoe’s judgments are therefore tainted by the methodology he has used; but they
also make no sense and become unusable, as the range of magnitudes and levels become
meaningless in themselves.
45. By contrast, Ms Southern’s are logical, rational, reasoned and endorsed independently by
Stephenson Halliday. As Mr Stokoe accepted, their views represent another relevant
source of evidence for your decision46.
46. Perhaps one can do little better in encapsulating the obvious point expressed by officers of
the Council themselves in paragraph 7.7 of the Committee Report47: the slender form of
the structure itself means it will only occupy a narrow part of views and it would not
disrupt or block views of the landscape anyway. That is before one adds the positive
effects of having a landmark in the landscape, something that Mr Stokoe conceded would
be positive in landscape terms48. If one adds the further acceptance by Mr Stokoe that this
is not just a landmark, but public art which is recognised to be beneficial in principle,
again adding to the overall positive experience, his claims of harm vanish.
47. Throughout Mr Stokoe’s assessment, as in many of the objection comments, there has
been a steadfast blindness to what is in this landscape. It includes many man-made
features, from settlements to telecommunications masts, but also the wind turbines
themselves. They are part of the character. It is very bizarre that in the commentary on
the sculpture’s scale, neither Mr Stokoe nor objectors recognise the difference between the
landmark and such turbines49.

It is difficult to understand negative impressions can be

46

Stokoe XX
CD C.1
48 Stokoe XX.
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The landmark is about the half of their height. It is of a different colour. And of course it is
static.
49
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expressed of the landmark’s purported scale or effect in these circumstances50. You will
see on site the very obvious and conspicuous presence of those turbines, along with many
other features in the landscape. The notion that the creation of this landmark in this
location is somehow creating some significant adverse effect on a wild or pristine
landscape is untenable.
48. As to the viewpoints which have informed both the assessment of landscape character, but
also visual amenity, the first and most obvious point to note is that the Council has not
identified any free-standing visual impact concern and rightly so. As Mr Stokoe accepted,
if they had such a concern, they could, should and would have expressed it.

49. There was in fact ultimate general agreement as to the key viewpoints for you to consider.
They give illustrative and representative indications. They do not supplant the overall
assessment you will make of views and experience as you travel through the landscape.
Again, taking all of the points above, the overall message is the same. Ms Southern’s
assessments are based on a proper application of the GLVIA methodology. Mr Stokoe’s is
plainly not. It is infected by his misapplication of the methodology (discussed above) and
his basic assumption that any visibility of the landmark is adverse (see e.g. his rationale of
Viewpoints 1 and 2 in particular). He was unable to defend his assumptions when
challenged in evidence, recognising that for many coming to the landmark, viewpoints 1
and 2 would in fact represent beneficial views, increasing in benefit as one got closer to
appreciate the sculpture.

50. What is more, in addition to the inbuilt prejudice that Mr Stokoe has applied, he has
ignored basic principles in reaching his judgments, such as the extent to which the views
are in fact affected by the form of the structure itself.

As Ms Southern identifies,

Stephenson Halliday and the Council officers have endorsed, and Historic England itself
recognise in its cultural heritage assessment, the extent to which the sculpture occupies the
field of view is of fundamental importance. It is a slender form. It does not block views at
all. It adds to a view. It will be visible in the viewpoints selected, and deliberately so.
But it is unlike a building or something similar which has the ability to block out wider
50

It is revealing that the Council seek to compare its height with that of the Angel of the North – which is not in this
landscape – rather than the turbines which are. In any event, the Angel of the North has a very different significant
scale, namely its width. The wingspan is 55m for the Angel, the same as the entire height of the slender structure of
the landmark
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appreciation of the landscape beyond. To the contrary, one will be able to enjoy such
views readily.

That is why it is simply perverse to ascribe (as Mr Stokoe does)

suggestions of “high” magnitude of change in VP1 or VP2. Once again, it leaves nowhere
to go. He would necessarily be using the same adjective to describe the magnitude of
change if the view were completely blocked by a new industrial or housing development.
This makes a nonsense of his assessment.
51. Moreover, Ms Southern explained how she reaches the same overall assessments for VP1
and VP2 as she does for VP7. Far from revealing some inconsistency, it demonstrates her
careful application of principle. Although VP7 is further away from the sculpture, it is a
far more elevated view of the sculpture and sits on the horizon, in contrast to VP1 where
the view is down onto it, or VP2 where the field of view is affected by the backdrop and
the turbines to the left.
52. What is important is not to make the mistake Mr Stokoe does which is simply to ascribe
an adverse assumption to these changes and effects. Why on earth does one assume that a
view of a landmark, a piece of public art, designed to be viewed and of extraordinarily
accomplished conception, is adverse? One would not make that assumption of a piece of
public art generally. It is not justified here at all. Even on the acknowledged evidence
before the inquiry, there is an inevitable range of subjective aesthetic views. Yet Mr
Stokoe has blindly ignored them to assume that the effects would be adverse. Once again,
this makes no sense. As Ms Southern fairly characterises it, whether one sees such change
as positive or negative may be affected by your subjective views of the piece of art itself,
but there is no basis for treating these views as adverse, far less for using this as a basis for
attributing an adverse effect to the character of the landscape, or an adverse visual effect
(something not alleged by the Council anyway). The same is true of VP10.
53. Turning to VP14, this is the view that the National Park Authority required. It is the view
that satisfies them and the Council that there is no adverse impact on the National Park or
views out form it. They are plainly right in their conclusion. The landmark will have a
beneficial effect. The landmark is visible. It is intended to be so; but it is adding to the
already rich “tapestry” of the landscape from this view with all its various man-made
inteventions. In fact, Mr Stokoe has not actually disagreed with the magnitude of effect or
level of effect identified by Ms Southern, but rather simply inserted in his own rationale
and his own predisposed prejudice against the aesthetics of the landmark to assume that it
would “detract” from the landscape. This is simply absurd.
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54. As to viewpont 15, and the view from Great Wanney Crag, we commend: (a) Ms
Southern’s analysis; (b) the analysis of Historic England from a historical perspective; and
(c) of course the approach of the Inspector in CD L-9, who was satisfied that the insertion
of the much greater number and scale of turbines slightly to the right of this 180 degree
view would not have unacceptable impact. The same is obviously true of the landmark.
This is a wide view, where the landmark will only affect a very small part (as Historic
England note). It is part of a view which already includes many man-made features,
whether turbines, telecommunication masts or conifer forestry. As already noted, even 27
% of the climbers who expressed a view positively supported the insertion of the landmark
into this view. Mr Stokoe’s assumptions of adverse effects (as now set out in his rebuttal)
are once again exaggerated by his failure to apply the proper methodology and his
subjective prejudice against the sculpture itself.
55. For all these reasons51, it is clear that there would be no material adverse impact on
character and appearance of the area, let alone any unacceptable harm for the purposes of
Policy NE1. To the contrary, as Ms Southern has explained, the creation of a wonderful
new landmark in this location, a natural plinth for such a sculpture, that will draw people
into appreciate the wider landscape, will in fact be a significant enhancement.

The

Council’s reason for refusal is misconceived and the evidence they have called in support
is based on a completely unreliable and tendentious methodology which is simply unfit for
purpose.
Other Material Considerations
56. Against that backdrop, I turn to other material considerations and, in particular the other
substantial public benefits that this scheme brings. As Mr Creedy has identified, even if
you were to accept that harm did arise to the character and appearance of the area of any
kind, we have no hesitation in inviting you to conclude that such harm is clearly
demonstrably outweighed by those other benefits.
57. In this section, I will also cover some of the main points of concern that have been raised
by KTWW and why they are not well-founded. It is convenient to consider these other
benefits under the broad rubric of the three elements of sustainable development that the
NPPF itself explains.

51

And those explored in more detail by Ms Southern.
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Economic Benefits
58. At the close of the inquiry, it has now become clear that the Council itself does not
challenge the evidence contained in the ERS Report as to the economic benefits that the
scheme would bring on a net basis. I put this as a baseline because the Frontline Report
has updated that assessment. It shows the gross figures and using more up-to-date metrics
from the Council itself.
59. This means that there is much that is not controversial at all. In particular, whilst Mr
Halliday dabbled in textual criticism of the two versions of the Visitor Strategy52 these
criticisms went nowhere in practice. Moreover, they were not valid criticisms anyway, as
explained by Mr Creedy53.
60. Mr Halliday confirmed that he considered the ERS Report to be credible (based as it is on
the same general Visitor Strategy as before). He confirmed that the Council was
experienced and had experts available to it in relation to economic strategies and tourism
and could and would have produced contrary evidence if they thought these documents
were wrong54. And of course neither the Council nor KTWW has actually produced any
evidence to gainsay these expert assessments.
61. Therefore whilst both the ERS Report and the more recent Frontline Report are necessarily
based on professional judgment55, the Council is not challenging that expert judgment
despite having the resources and ability to do so if they thought it wrong.
62. As noted above, the Council also accept that the Landmark will therefore deliver the
economic benefits in the ERS Report (we consider to be a baseline minimum given the
updated Frontline Report based on fresher information) and this is a material economic
benefit. The only difference is the weight that is then said to be ascribed to that benefit.
And in that respect, Mr Halliday’s attempts to downplay those benefits is extraordinarily
glib. By all accounts what he accepts would be delivered is significant in its own right.
Over just one ten year period, this single piece of public art will generate at least a net

One produced for the second application and one updated for this appeal.
The changes reflect either updates in the information (such as the use of the Council’s own
updated metrics), removal of inaccuracies in the former Visitor Strategy, removal of repetition, or
removal of points which can be reinserted but do not affect any of the analysis at all.
52
53

54
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Given the obvious absence of any directly equivalent tourist facility to the Elizabeth Landmark
in such a location (one of the things that will make it attractive of course!).
55
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result of: £3.35 million of additional visitor; £1.43 million additional GVA and 72.49
FTE jobs. To us that is a remarkable achievement. Without a single penny of cost to the
public purse, these economic benefits can be secured in this single area by this single
landmark feature. It would be a truly powerful success story.
63. Mr Halliday seeks to diminish these benefits by comparing those results with the overall
benefits that the tourist industry generates in Northumberland (e.g. 10.48 million visitors
and £1 billion of spending). I have never encountered this approach. It lacks any principle
or policy support. The policies are about increasing tourism and spend, not diminishing
the importance of such increases by reference to what already exists.

The logic is

misconceived anyway. A benefit is achieved through addition, not comparison with the
whole. Tourism in Northumberland as a whole is a combination of the huge numbers of its
parts. The point is to add to it incrementally, which is just what this scheme would do. To
diminish the benefits of 72 FTE jobs for persons looking for employment in that sector or
the additional spend (particularly in the local area) is unbelievably glib. But it is also
completely contrary to the policy context.
64. We also refer you to the updated gross figures in the Frontline Report which show the
analysis presented in a different way. These show gross effects, without the negative
assumption that only 25% of tourism generated to the landmark would be additional. But
however one looks at it, the benefits to tourism will be significant, undeniable and entirely
consistent with policy.
65. Mr Creedy is therefore right to invite you to attach considerable weight to such benefits.
Mr Halliday is completely wrong to suggest that the weight is limited or very limited.
That flies in the face of the policy support for what is proposed.
66. Mr Halliday’s concerns in his proof of evidence as to potential effects on existing tourism
can no longer apply, as he accepts the ERS Report as a baseline of net additional benefits.
However, this is something that KTWW have expressed, contending that some people
who come to the area will not come in the future if the landmark is present. These are
ultimately self-serving statements to support an objection which is speculative (rather than
evidenced) in nature, but ultimately demonstrably wrong in light of the evidence. In
particular:
a. The ERS Report sets out a net additional effect anyway.
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b. The evidence of Matthew Jarratt provides strong historical demonstration that the
provision of public art in locations such as these has precisely the opposite effect
claimed. Far more people will come to the area to see the public art, as the ERS
Report and Visitor Strategy supports, the Council accept and other projects
illustrate. It is sadly true that innovative art, such as the Angel of the North, is
bitterly opposed in principle. Yet when it comes to be delivered, it is quickly
cherished by the local community and generates huge pride, tourism and beneficial
effects.
c. There is a lesson in point from the Secretary of State’s own decision in respect of
the wind turbines that were permitted in the area. As the decision at CD L-9 shows,
precisely this sort of concern was articulated by residents and businesses in this
very same area at the prospect of the far more significant impact of the
introduction of 34 wind turbines into the area (a scheme not intended to draw in
visitors unlike the landmark).

The Inspector found at IR15.527-529 and the

Secretary of State agreed, that such concerns (even when based on a poll of
accommodation businesses in the area) were speculative and unfounded. And of
course we now know that is true, because Mrs Jones and KTWW have been
positively extolling the health of the accommodation business in this area in their
case. For a proposal such as this, a landmark which everyone acknowledges will
draw visitors, which is of far less impact than the introductions of the wind
turbines themselves, there is absolutely no basis for suggesting that there would be
any material adverse harm caused to any tourism business at all. To the contrary,
the scheme will draw in visitors to this area who will, in turn, spend in the local
economy as the Council and KTWW have accepted in their oral evidence56.
67. The economic benefits from this proposal will be significant. They are free to the public
purse. They are entirely consistent with policy. Significant weight should attach to them.
Social Benefits
68. I have already touched on some of these, but the uncontroverted or accepted evidence
demonstrates that there will be a significant range of weighty social benefits of different
types delivered by the scheme. These include:
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a. The provision of new public art, a social benefit in its own right.
b. A landmark to commemorate the achievements of the Queen and the
Commonwealth, which the Council itself accepts in principle as such a benefit.
c. The health and well-being of drawing people into the countryside to visit.
d. The consequential knock-on social benefits to the local area flowing from the
economic benefits above.
e. The cultural and educational benefits of the landmark itself, for visitors of all
kinds.
f. The increase in the cultural and arts offer and tourism offer for Northumberland as
a whole.
69. Again, we have no hesitation in describing these as significant and weighty benefits,
particularly as they are supported by key elements of the development plan and the NPPF.
70. It is appropriate to say here something about the community engagement issues that have
been discussed at the inquiry and pursued by KTWW (not the Council)
71. Before any planning application was submitted there was a comprehensive process of
engagement57 which significantly exceeded anything that would ordinarily occur58. The
proposal was the subject of extensive local press coverage as well. The Appellant has
therefore sought the widest possible engagement with the proposal from the outset.
72. KTWW’s objections to this process conflate engagement with objection. Because the
Appellant has proceeded with the scheme because of its virtues, KTWW argue there has
been no engagement because they object. But engagement does not mean that an objector
is always right. The Appellant has taken considerable steps to ensure full publicity of
what is proposed and to ensure everyone can be heard. That has shown that there are
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See CD A-26 Community Exhibitions and Feedback.

Exhibitions of the three alternative design proposals for a landmark were held in 5 local venues
over a series of days at Kirkwhelpington Village Hall, Otterburn Memorial Hall, Corsenside
Parish Hall, St Cuthberts Church, Corenside and West Woodburn Primary School over a period of
34 days in Summer 2018 before the winning design by Simon Hitchens was selected. Community
feedback forms provided the opportunity for full engagement and were taken into account. The
winning design was also the preferred design by those that commented.
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objectors as illustrated in the 150 or so individual representors who object. But equally
there are very strong and passionate supporters.
73. You heard eloquent evidence in support of the scheme from: (i) Mr Clark who is a former
Chief Executive of a local authority in the North-East; (ii) Mr Swanson who was formerly
a Chief Executive of a national housebuilder; (iii) Mr Milburn who is a director of a
national housebuilder; and (iv) Cllr Watson who is a Council Member. Each of them has
considerable experience of the property industry and spoke passionately about the
significant benefits that would be delivered by the scheme.
74. In addition, Mr Jarratt has demonstrated the dangers to the cultural world a as a whole if
one simply gave way to objection to every public art scheme. This country would be very
much poorer if every scheme to which there had been objection from locals affected had
been refused.
75. We accept that the landmark has provoked local controversy. I remarked in opening that it
might be considered something of a failure of any art piece if it did not elicit reaction. But
aesthetic opinions and judgments of that kind should not be grounds for refusing the
delivery of public art, particularly a landmark of this significant quality, with all the
positive beneficial effects in can bring.

76. We reject the criticisms of engagement and the subsequent publicity process made.
Everyone has had an opportunity to express their views. There is objection, but there is
also clear support. And the Appellant has gone to the trouble of testing public opinion in a
random sampled way in the North East (i.e. shorn of the preconceptions) in the marketing
exercise that was undertaken attached to the Community Engagement document. What it
shows is the very clear public overwhelming public support such a proposal enjoys when
tested against a neutral audience. These are the very people one might hope to attract to
this area for all the reasons identified in the Plan. And history shows again and again that
whilst people are resistant to change, and objectors can be vocal in opposition, particularly
in the context of public art, those fears are misplaced in reality. In truth, this will become
a huge asset to this local community for so many reasons considered objectively in the
Appellant’s evidence.
Environmental Benefits
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77. Finally, I turn to the environmental benefits. The scheme is supported by an Ecological
Appraisal by E3 Ecology demonstrating how the proposal will deliver a biodiversity net
gain59 and this has been updated (as set out in Mr Creedy’s Appendices). The Council’s
ecologist agreed that the scheme with the benefits secured by the Section 106 Agreement
for the rewetting of 60ha of bog would deliver a biodiversity net gain. It clearly will. Mr
Halliday sought to unpick that in his evidence with a misconceived contention about an
ELS Scheme for the land, which he has now rightly withdrawn as a basis for objection. It
is symptomatic of the approach which has been a desperate attempt to try and find a basis
for objection, or for diminishing the benefits, where there is no basis for doing so. There
will be a significant biodiversity net gain delivered if the scheme were to go ahead, which
is a fundamental environmental benefit in its own right.
78. That is an addition to the environmental benefit of the enhancement of the landscape in
this location that comes from the delivery of a landmark in this location which Ms
Southern has explained.
79. The Council had and still has no objection to the proposal on “carbon” grounds and, in any
event, confirmed that there is no policy basis for such an objection. This did not deter
KTWW from pursuing this as a point, but it was addressed by Mr Creedy in his proof of
evidence at paragraph 10.3.3. Far from being a problem, the sequestration of carbon that
comes from rewetting this peat bog with the Section 106 Agreement will provide a lasting
and permanent ability to sequester carbon year on year, into the future. This principle is
recognised by Natural England (formerly English Nature) in the document that Mr Creedy
produced. It is unnecessary to do any particular calculations to support this. The one off
use of concrete and steel pales into insignificance to the year on year resequestration of
carbon that comes from the rewetting of a peat bog. This is an exemplar of sustainable
development as Mr Creedy identified.
Other Matters
80. Although it is not possible to mention all other facets of the proposal, it is important to
bear in mind what is delivered without causing any other impacts. For example, there is
no objection to the proposal on heritage grounds, transport grounds, effects on the
National Park, flooding and drainage, or any amenity type ground. There is no objection
to the car-parking element of what is proposed, and rightly so. Indeed, although Mr
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Stokoe claimed there would be adverse visual impacts from the car-park, he was not able
to identify any wider appreciation of the car-park and Ms Southern has demonstrated how
it has been carefully located and designed to ensure an extremely limited visual effect at
all. It is another illustration of the care and attention that has gone into this scheme. None
of that is surprising, given the stewardship of this estate by the Appellant himself
amounting to a period of in excess of 40 years.
Conclusion
81. The use of this landscape for a new landmark to celebrate the Queen, the Commonwealth,
the cultural and geological history of this area is an unmissable opportunity. The sculpture
itself is superb. The notion that such an exciting, inspiring and stimulating piece will be
harmful to the landscape character is fanciful.

It will be a huge enhancement to this area

and Northumberland as a whole, and the nation itself.
82. That is before you begin to consider the economic and social benefits that such tourism
will bring. We have no hesitation in commending this wonderful scheme to you. Please
do permit it to proceed. This landscape, this county and this country will be poorer place,
economically, culturally, environmentally and spiritually if projects of this kind are not
allowed to proceed. The planning system has never sought to stifle art, innovation,
creativity and inspiration - this is no time to start on such a retrograde path. We humbly
invite you to grant permission for this spectacular sculpture, and of course to come and
visit again once it is installed!
JAMES STRACHAN QC
39 Essex Chambers
London WC2A 1DD
19 March 2021
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